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These images, captured by the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) on NASA’s  Terra satellite, 
show flooding on the Barwon and Namoi rivers. As floodwaters progressed through rivers and drainage basins 
following heavy rain early in the year, flooding continued downstream and many ephemeral rivers and wetlands in 
Australia’s semi-arid interior experienced a period of recharge.
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1. Overview
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Contrasting the wet and cool conditions of the previous two 
years, Australia recorded near-average rainfall and slightly 
above-average mean temperatures in 2012. However, the 
annual figures conceal a year of contrasts. The start of the 
year saw cooler and wetter conditions, while the end of 
the year shifted to warmer and drier conditions. 

Despite a La Niña summer, a 
warmer-than-average year
The Australian area-averaged mean temperature for 2012 
was 21.92 °C. At 0.11 °C above the 1961–1990 average 
of 21.81 °C, 2012 ranks near the median of observations 
since 1910.* Australia has experienced just one cooler-
than-average year in the last decade (2011). 

Below-average temperatures in early 2012 were 
associated with the 2011–12 La Niña event, as high rainfall 
and accompanying increased cloud cover suppressed 
daytime temperatures in the north and east until March, 
continuing in the north until July.

Following a cool, wet start to 2012, the second half of the 
year was drier than average, with record-breaking warmth 
across Australia as a whole. This pattern reflected a shift 
in sea surface temperatures in the tropical Pacific Ocean 
from La Niña to a neutral, but warmer-than-average, state. 
However, the north Australian dry season was notably 
cool, mostly as a result of persistently cool nights. Minimum 
temperatures for the Northern Territory were 2.10 °C 

below average for May–August, ranking third-coolest 
behind 1976 and 1913. Nationally, winter minima were the 
eleventh-coolest on record, 0.86 °C below average. 

While 2011 and 2012 were cooler than other recent years, 
the last decade (2003–2012) remains one of Australia’s 
warmest. With an anomaly of +0.44 °C, 2003–2012 was 
the fifth-warmest 10-year period on record. Cool years 
have been rare in the last three decades; long-term 
temperature trends since the 1950s show Australia’s 
climate is warming. For 2012 as a whole, maximum 
temperatures were 0.51 °C above average, and minimum 
temperatures were 0.28 °C below average. The large 
contrast between warm maxima and cool minima resulted 
in the third-highest mean diurnal temperature range (the 
difference between the daily maximum and minimum 
temperature) on record. Extreme diurnal temperature range 
is commonly associated with very-much-below average 
rainfall; the years with the greatest range, 1994 and 2002, 
saw severe drought over much of Australia.

In terms of mean temperature, cooler-than-average 
conditions predominated in northern and eastern Australia 
while Tasmania, the mainland’s southern coast, and the 
southwestern half of Western Australia experienced 
above-average temperatures. For maxima, positive 
anomalies were recorded in all States and Territories 
except Queensland, with the spatial distribution similar 
to that for mean temperatures. Some areas of coastal 
Western Australia observed highest-on-record annual 

Annual and decadal mean temperature anomalies (1910–2012) for Australia. The black line shows the ten-year moving 
average and the orange boxes the ten-year average at each decade (i.e. 1910–1919, 1920–1929, etc.) with the most recent 
ten years (2003–2012) shown in darker orange. 
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*Unless otherwise stated, all climatological averages are calculated over the 30-year period 1961–1990, as defined by the World Meteorological 
Organization. Anomalies are the difference between the observed temperature and the corresponding average over the reference period. 
Unless otherwise noted, rankings of temperature records are for the period from 1910 (in previous years’ summaries the period was from 
1950) and rainfall records are for the period from 1900.
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maxima, associated with unusually warm ocean waters off 
the west coast throughout the year. Minima were below 
average across much of northern and central Australia 
and New South Wales west of the Great Dividing Range. 
Minima were influenced by a combination of abnormal 
southerly airflow across eastern Australia, residual surface 
soil moisture from the very heavy rainfall between 2010 
and summer 2011–12, and below-average winter and 
spring cloudiness. Tasmania, southern Victoria, and coastal 
Western Australia recorded above-average minima.

Numerous winter and spring heat records were set in 
various parts of Australia as maximum temperatures 
tracked well above average from August, including a
significant heatwave in November (see page 19). 
Nationally-averaged maxima for the September–December 
period were 1.61 °C above average, narrowly breaking the 
previous September–December record set in 2002.

Globally, the ninth-warmest year 
on record 
Using three separate datasets, the World Meteorological 
Organization ranked 2012 as the ninth-warmest year on 
record globally. The combined sea-surface and land air 
temperature for 2012 was 0.45 °C ± 0.11 °C above the 
1961–1990 annual average of 14.0 °C. No year since 1985 
has recorded a below-average global mean temperature, 
and the 13 years since 1998 have been the 13 warmest on 
record. The ten-year global average for 2003–2012 was 
0.48 °C above average, the equal-warmest ten-year period 
since 1880 (tied with 2001–2010 and 2002–2011).

Near-average rainfall follows two 
very wet years 
Australian mean rainfall for 2012 was 476 mm (11 mm 
above the long-term average of 465 mm), with the year 
ranked near the median of observations since 1900. This 
follows exceptional rainfall across most of Australia during 
2010 (with an annual total of 703 mm) and 2011 (708 mm).
The two calendar years 2010 and 2011 comprised 
Australia’s wettest two-year period (1411 mm), while 
April 2010 to March 2012 was the wettest 24-month 
period on record (1430 mm). 

All States and Territories except South Australia recorded 
near-average annual rainfall, coming within ten per cent 
of their long-term average. South Australia recorded the 
largest departure (23 per cent below average). Annual 
rainfall was generally below average in the eastern Top 
End and along the southern coast. Rainfall was above 
average for most of eastern Australia (except northeastern 
New South Wales and southeastern Queensland), most 
of northern Western Australia, and parts of central and 
northern Australia. 

Rainfall in Australia is influenced by the behaviour of key 
climate drivers, such as the La Niña and El Niño phases of 
the El Niño–Southern Oscillation or positive and negative 
Indian Ocean Dipole events. A moderately strong La Niña 
event in the tropical Pacific brought above-average rainfall 
during early 2012, especially across the eastern mainland. 
As the El Niño–Southern Oscillation returned to a neutral 
phase by mid-autumn and warmer, near-El Niño conditions 
emerged during winter, rainfall was generally below 
average from April onwards for most of the southern 
mainland. Climate indicators in the Pacific reached 
El Niño thresholds at the end of winter before rapidly 
decaying during spring. The rapid retreat from near-El Niño 
conditions was highly unusual given the level to which 
indicators had risen and occurring at a time of year when 
persistence tends to dominate temperature changes in 
the tropical Pacific. The Pacific remained neutral from mid-
spring to the year’s end. 

Between early August and October a positive Indian Ocean 
Dipole event, associated with cooler-than-average waters 
off the northwest coast of Australia, also contributed to 
reduced winter and spring rainfall across the southern 
mainland. Unusually persistent high atmospheric pressure 
near southern Australia further lowered winter and spring 
rainfall across the southern mainland by suppressing 
westerly frontal and storm activity in southwest Australia, 
and indeed over all of southern Australia.  

There were a number of flood and storm events during 
2012; the most significant were extensive flooding in 
northern New South Wales and southern Queensland in 
late January and early February, and a record-breaking 
multi-day rainfall event in southeast Australia between 
27 February and 4 March, resulting in extensive flooding 
(see page 15).

2012 annual mean temperature (based on gridded fields for 
1900–2012).
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Summary of 2012 mean rainfall and maximum and minimum temperatures for Australia, the States and Territories, and the 
Murray–Darling Basin. Ranks are from highest to lowest, for all years since high-quality records began (1900 for rainfall, 
1910 for temperature). Annual mean temperatures can be calculated from the average of the mean maximum and mean 
minimum temperatures. Area averages are calculated over continental Australia and the main island of  Tasmania.

Annual and decadal mean rainfall (1910–2012) for Australia. The black line shows the ten-year moving average 
and the blue boxes the ten-year average at each decade (i.e. 1910–1919, 1920–1929, etc.) with the most recent 
ten years (2003–2012) shown in darker blue. 

 AUSTRALIA 476 465 40 +0.51 28.55 16 –0.28 15.07 59

 New South Wales/ACT 568 553 40 +0.55 23.91 27 –0.22 10.75 52

 Northern Territory 516 540 52 +0.20 31.88 41 –0.80 18.45 88

 Queensland 674 623 37 +0.22 29.88 46 –0.36 16.57 59

 South Australia 174 225 82 +0.97 26.71 9 –0.02 12.2 42

 Tasmania 1320 1390 71 +0.56 14.72 7 +0.43 5.99 13

 Victoria 629 660 66 +0.65 19.85 12 +0.22 8.34 21

 Western Australia 371 341 35 +0.66 29.27 10 –0.13 15.66 51

 Murray–Darling Basin 498 488 48 +0.54 24.45 24 –0.25 10.87 53
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Capital cities
All capital cities (see page 4) recorded warmer-than-
average maximum temperatures. Perth, Adelaide, 
Sydney, Melbourne and Hobart also recorded warmer-
than-average minima, while nights in Darwin, Brisbane 
and Canberra were cooler than average. Perth was 
the only capital to exceed an anomaly of 1.0 °C, with 
maxima 1.1 °C above average. Perth recorded the 
highest capital city daily maximum temperature during 
2012, with 42.1 °C on 28 January and 31 December, 
while all Perth city sites observed annual maxima in the 
warmest three years on record. The lowest temperature 
recorded at a capital city was –6.8 °C at Canberra on 

1 September. Hobart equalled its 1988 record for 
highest annual mean temperature at 13.7 °C, and its 
maximum temperature was only 0.1 °C behind the 
record (18.2 °C in 2010).

Canberra and Darwin were the only capital cities to 
exceed their long-term annual average rainfall. Perth 
recorded only 608 mm for the year, its twelfth-driest 
year since records commenced in 1876. Hobart also 
recorded below-average (decile 3) rainfall while the 
remaining capitals recorded average (deciles 5 to 7) 
rainfall. Melbourne recorded the highest number of rain 
days, 193, and Canberra the fewest, with 95. 
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2. Capital city summary

City Highest temperature 
Date 
(°C)

Lowest temperature 
Date
(°C)

Average maximum 
Long-term average 

Anomaly 
(°C)

Average minimum 
Long-term average 

Anomaly 
(°C)

Rainfall (mm) & no. rain days 
Long-term average (mm) 

Decile range

Perth 42.1

28 January

and 31 December

0.4

25 July

25.7

24.5

+1.2

13.2

12.6

+0.6

608 on 102 days

819

1

Darwin 36.6

13 October

13.1

13 August

32.3

32.0

+0.3

22.5

23.3

–0.8

1723 on 106 days

1705

6

Adelaide 42.0

23 December

2.2

1 August

22.8

22.3

+0.5

12.4

12.2

+0.2

527 on 130 days

546

6

Brisbane 37.9

4 December

4.1

3 August

26.2

25.6

+0.6

16.0

16.4

–0.4

1177 on 120 days

1218

7

Sydney 34.2

5 October

5.5

1 September

22.7

22.1

+0.6

14.4

14.2

+0.2

1214 on 142 days

1302

7

Canberra 35.1

30 November

–6.8

1 September

20.1

19.6

+0.5

  5.6

  6.5

–0.9

696 on 95 days

623

8

Melbourne 40.0

2 January

2.3

7 July

20.8

20.0

+0.8

12.0

11.0

+1.0

602 on 193 days

639

5

Hobart 38.8

25 February

0.9

28 June

18.1

17.1

+1.0

  9.3

  8.7

+0.6

477 on 154 days

586

3

Long-term averages are based on the 1961–1990 
period, with the exceptions of Adelaide (1981–2010), 
Brisbane (1961–1985, temperature only) and Perth 
(1994–2012, temperature only). 

Data were recorded at existing Bureau of Meteorology 
official city observation stations. Averaging periods are 
calculated based on the availability of historical data 
from these, or comparable, stations. 

*Decile range 1 means the lowest ten per cent of records, decile range 2 the next lowest ten per cent of records, and so on, with decile 10 the highest 
ten per cent of records.

Decile ranges* are calculated from station data for 
stations with an available long-term record and from 
gridded monthly analyses based on all available data for 
1900–2012 for Darwin and Canberra. Some data have 
not yet been fully quality-controlled. 
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3. Rainfall and temperature extremes by State and Territory

WESTERN AUSTRALIA 
Highest daily maximum temperature 47.3 at Emu Creek Station on 23 December 
Lowest daily minimum temperature –4.2 at Yeelirrie on 7 July and Warburton Airfield on 8 July
Highest average maximum temperature 35.7 at Fitzroy Crossing Aero 
Lowest average minimum temperature 8.5 at Collie East
Highest daily rainfall     300 at Mulga Downs on 13 January
Highest annual rainfall 1723 at Doongan 

NORTHERN TERRITORY
Highest daily maximum temperature     45.3 at Walungurru on 24 December
Lowest daily minimum temperature      –5.2 at Alice Springs Airport on 7 July
Highest average maximum temperature      35.0 at Timber Creek
Lowest average minimum temperature      11.9 at Alice Springs Airport
Highest daily rainfall      287 at Mallapunyah on 27 January
Highest annual rainfall      1885 at Walker Creek

SOUTH AUSTRALIA
Highest daily maximum temperature      47.1 at Tarcoola Aero on 23 December
Lowest daily minimum temperature      –7.5 at Yunta Airstrip on 6 July 
Highest average maximum temperature      30.0 at Moomba Airport
Lowest average minimum temperature      7.4 at Yongala
Highest daily rainfall      126 at Marree (Mundowdna Station) on 29 February
Highest annual rainfall      946 at Bridgewater

QUEENSLAND
Highest daily maximum temperature      47.5 at Birdsville Airport on 7 January
Lowest daily minimum temperature      –6.0 at Stanthorpe Leslie Parade on 4 July
Highest average maximum temperature     33.9 at Century Mine
Lowest average minimum temperature      8.5 at Applethorpe
Highest daily rainfall      388 at Mount Jukes on 21 March
Highest annual rainfall      6780 at Bellenden Ker Top Station

NEW SOUTH WALES
Highest daily maximum temperature      46.2 at Pooncarie Mail Agency on 29 November
Lowest daily minimum temperature      –14.0 at Charlotte Pass (Kosciusko Chalet) on 6 July
Highest average maximum temperature     28.4 at Mungindi Post Office and Wanaaring Post Office
Lowest average minimum temperature      0.6 at Thredbo AWS
Highest daily rainfall      290 at Meerschaum Vale (Barden) 26 January
Highest annual rainfall      2308 at Perisher Valley

VICTORIA
Highest daily maximum temperature      45.8 at Ouyen Post Office on 29 November*
Lowest daily minimum temperature      –8.0 at Mount Hotham on 6 July
Highest average maximum temperature      24.8 at Mildura Airport
Lowest average minimum temperature      1.2 at Mount Hotham
Highest daily rainfall 223 at Pennyroyal Creek on 10 February
Highest annual rainfall      2226 at Mount Baw Baw

TASMANIA
Highest daily maximum temperature      39.4 at Hobart Airport on 25 February
Lowest daily minimum temperature      –10.6 at Liawenee on 27 June
Highest average maximum temperature      18.9 at Launceston (Ti Tree Bend)
Lowest average minimum temperature      1.7 at Mount Wellington
Highest daily rainfall      115 at St Helens (Kelleraine) on 26 May
Highest annual rainfall      3859 at Mount Read#

AUSTRALIA

Highest mean temperature      28.6 at Cape Don, Northern Territory
Lowest mean temperature      4.2 at Mount Hotham, Victoria and Thredbo AWS, New South Wales

*This is a new spring record for Victoria.
#Mount Read’s true total is unknown but likely to be higher, as some snow was lost.

AWS: automatic weather station.

Temperatures are in degrees Celsius and rainfall totals are in millimetres. Daily minimum temperatures and daily 
rainfalls are for 24 hours ending 9.00 am on the date shown. The average maximum (minimum) temperature is the 
average of all daily maxima (minima) recorded throughout the year. The mean temperature is calculated by taking the 
average of the annual value for the average maximum and minimum temperatures.
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January maximum temperatures were below average 
across southern Queensland, northern New South 
Wales, and most of Western Australia where maxima 
were 2.0–4.0 °C below average over inland areas. The 
western coast of Western Australia, Tasmania, and parts 
of the southeast and Northern Territory recorded above-
average maxima. February maxima were above average 
across the far north and Tasmania, and below average for 
a large part of the eastern mainland and South Australia. 
March maxima were below average over most of the 
mainland, but above average along the west coast. 
The mainland States were particularly cool, with March 
anomalies 1.3–2.0 °C below average.

Between April and July, maxima were generally below 
average across the tropical north and above average for 
much of Western Australia. Maxima were above average 
for most of the southern mainland during April and for 
most of the southeast during July. 

The Pilbara and western Kimberley experienced record-
warm August maxima, surpassing 3.0 °C above average 
over a large part of Western Australia. Between August 
and December, maxima were generally above average, 
excluding parts of the eastern States in individual 
months, and much of Western Australia which was near 
or below average in November and December. National 
monthly anomalies for August–December were all in 
the top ten recorded since 1910 (August eighth-highest, 
+1.47 °C; September fourth-highest, +1.93 °C; October 
tenth-highest, +1.54 °C; November fifth-highest, +1.73 °C; 
and December fourth-highest, +1.23 °C). 

Australia recorded its third-highest spring anomaly with 
South Australia ranking equal-highest, Western Australia 
second-highest, and the Northern Territory equal-third-
highest; while the national anomaly for the September–
December period was the highest on record (+1.61 °C).

The largest positive anomalies for the year, exceeding 
+4.0 °C, occurred in August in the Pilbara and Gascoyne 
in Western Australia, and in November in southeast 
Western Australia and around the New South Wales–
Queensland–South Australia border. Below-average 
maxima were recorded in much of Western Australia in 
January, with a large area of the interior more than 5.0 °C 
cooler than average, with similar anomalies in a smaller 
part of the same region during March. Nationally, eight 
months recorded above-average maxima; anomalies 
ranged from –1.56 °C in March to +1.93 °C in September. 

Maximum temperature: departures from average (°C) 
Based on a 30-year mean calculated from 1961–1990.

4. Monthly maximum temperatures 
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January minimum temperatures were above average 
across the southern and western coast, Tasmania, and 
parts of the north and centre, and below average over 
inland Western Australia. February and March minima 
were below average across much of Australia, although 
areas of the coastal fringe were above average. 
February minima were the fifth-lowest on record for 
the Northern Territory. April minima were mostly near 
average, with slight cool anomalies in parts of inland 
Western Australia, Queensland and New South Wales. 

Between May and August, cool anomalies more than 
3.0 °C below average occurred in areas of northern 
or central Australia each month. Minima were below 
average across most of Australia for each month, 
although above average in Tasmania and far northern 
Queensland in May, parts of the east and west coast in 
June, and much of the east coast in July. May minima 
were the sixth-lowest on record for New South Wales, 
and tenth-lowest for South Australia and the Northern 
Territory. June minima were the equal-fifth-lowest for 
the Northern Territory and, in July, the third-lowest for 
Western Australia. 

August minima were cool across the north, with 
widespread anomalies more than 3.0 °C below average. 
Minima were above average for much of Western 
Australia between August and October, extending into 
South Australia in October. Minima were below average 
over parts of the north and southeast during September 
and over a larger area of this region in October. November 
minima were generally above average, but below average 
on Queensland’s east coast and in parts of Western 
Australia. December minima were above average across 
the mainland, although below average in parts of the 
north. The warm national anomalies for November and 
December (+1.08 °C and +0.92 °C, respectively) were a 
significant departure from generally cooler-than-average 
nights experienced throughout the rest of the year.
Nationally, minima for the November–December period 
were the fourth-warmest on record (+1.00 °C).

The largest negative anomalies, exceeding –5.0 °C, were 
recorded near Elliot in the Northern Territory in August. 
The largest area of positive anomalies exceeding +3.0 °C 
occurred over northern South Australia in November. For 
Australia as a whole, only four months recorded above-
average minima and anomalies ranged from –1.54 °C in 
May to +1.08 °C in November. 

5. Monthly minimum temperatures 

Minimum temperature: departures from average (°C) 
Based on a 30-year mean calculated from 1961–1990.
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January rainfall was sixth-highest on record for Western 
Australia and was above average for most of the 
State. Rainfall was also above average across much of 
Queensland and southern Australia, except Victoria. The 
far north received below-average January and February 
rainfall, while February rain was above average for most 
of the southeast mainland, central Queensland, and 
central Australia. 

March was generally wet—Queensland recorded its 
fifth-highest March rainfall, New South Wales its second-
highest (behind 1956), and Victoria its third-highest 
(highest since 1950). Nationally, it was the third-wettest 
March on record, although southwest Western Australia 
recorded its fifth-driest March. 

April to May rainfall was below average over much of 
southern Australia. Central Australia and parts of the inland 
north experienced above-average April rainfall, normally 
the start of the north Australian dry season. May rainfall 
was above average over the Top End, Gulf Country, inland 
Queensland, Tasmania, and central southern Victoria. 

Above-average dry-season rainfall continued over parts 
of the Northern Territory, northeastern South Australia, 
and much of Queensland in June and July. An East 
Coast Low in early June contributed to monthly rainfall 
being above average over much of the southern coast 
and coastal New South Wales, although below average 
for southern New South Wales and adjacent northern 
Victoria. July rainfall was above-average for parts of New 
South Wales and western Victoria, below average for 
Tasmania and the western half of Australia, and lowest 
on record for southwest Western Australia. 

August to October rainfall was generally below average 
for southern Australia. However above-average rainfall 
was recorded for parts of southern Victoria and the far 
north in August; much of the tropics, southwest Western 
Australia, and Tasmania in September; and across the 
Cape York Peninsula and the northwestern half of Western 
Australia in October.  

November rainfall was above average for much of 
Western Australia and the central Northern Territory and 
below average for parts of southern and eastern Australia. 
December rainfall was below average for much of the 
east, and above average over western and northern 
Western Australia. 

6. Monthly distribution of rainfall deciles  

Monthly distribution of rainfall deciles
Based on a 113-year climatology of gridded fields from 1900–2012.



Monthly distribution of rainfall deciles
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7. Monthly rainfall totals

Australian rainfall was above average for January and 
March, and near average for February. After the 2011–12 
La Niña dissipated in late March, rainfall was below or 
near average for the remainder of the year. For Australia 
as a whole, it was the fortieth-wettest year on record; 
area-averaged monthly rainfall for the continent ranged 
from 9 mm in August to 117 mm in March.

January totals exceeded 200 mm around the northern 
coasts, assisted in the Pilbara by tropical cyclone Heidi. 
Falls locally exceeded 400 mm on the west coasts 
of the Kimberley, Top End, and Cape York Peninsula, 
around Brisbane and northeastern New South Wales. 
February totals exceeded 200 mm over similar parts 
of the Northern Territory, Queensland, and New South 
Wales, while falls exceeding 400 mm were restricted 
to Cape York and the tropical Queensland coast. The 
highest monthly totals were recorded in March. Falls 
above 400 mm were common around the northern 
coasts, in places exceeding 800 mm. Totals above 
50 mm in Western Australia’s Kimberley and Interior 
districts were associated with tropical cyclone Lua. 
May falls totalled 200–400 mm in western Tasmania, 
while an area near Cairns exceeded 300 mm. 
June rainfall exceeded 100 mm over parts of the 
southern and eastern coastal fringe, southeastern 
Queensland, and much of Tasmania. Notable July 
rainfall was restricted to the coastal southwest and 
eastern Australia. Southwest Western Australia 
had a record dry July, with only 36 mm against 
a monthly average of 114 mm, most of which 
fell on the southern coast. August was the sixth-
driest on record for Australia as a whole, although 
Tasmania and Victoria received near-average falls,                                                                                                                      
exceeding 200 mm across most of western Tasmania 
in both August and September. November totals were 
between 25 mm and 100 mm across much of Western 
Australia, with the State’s rainfall 88 per cent above 
average for the month. Totals greater than 50 mm 
were recorded across the north, eastern seaboard, and 
western and northern Tasmania during December. 

Monthly rainfall totals (mm)
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Monthly rainfall totals
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8. Annual rainfall deciles and totals

2012 annual rainfall deciles (based on a 113-year 
climatology of gridded fields from 1900–2012).

2012 annual rainfall totals.
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9. Annual review and significant events

January to March: rain continues as 
La Niña subsides 

Between January and March, there were five tropical 
cyclones in the Australian region, bringing the total for 
the 2011–12 Australian cyclone season to seven (below 
the long-term average of eleven). Tropical cyclone 
Heidi formed northwest of Australia before tracking 
southward, crossing the Western Australian coast near 
Port Hedland as a category 2 storm on 12 January. Port 
Hedland received 128 mm of rain and wind gusts to 
130 km/h, while the rain gauge at Mulga Downs in the 
Pilbara overflowed after reaching 300 mm in the 24 hours 
to 9.00 am on 13 January. Tropical cyclone Iggy evolved 
from a tropical low south of Indonesia, where it brought 
severe weather and flooding to Java, Bali and Lombok. 
Iggy reached tropical cyclone strength on 25 January
whilst 960 km northwest of Exmouth. Tracking south-
wards, Iggy crossed the coast near Jurien Bay on 
2 February before decaying. Tropical cyclone Jasmine 
emerged as a tropical low in the Gulf of Carpentaria on 
1 February, before crossing the Cape York Peninsula and 
reaching tropical cyclone strength in the Coral Sea on 
5 February. Jasmine continued tracking east across the 
South Pacific, reaching category 2 and bringing flooding 
to a number of Pacific islands. Tropical cyclone Lua 

Flood-affected Nathalia in northern Victoria, 12 March. Riverine flooding inundated or isolated multiple towns along the 
Victorian border and the New South Wales Riverina. Photograph: Ray Sizer, Shepparton News.

was present as a tropical low off the Pilbara coast for 
several days before reaching tropical cyclone strength 
on 13 March. From 16 March, Lua produced heavy rain 
across the Kimberley and Pilbara. Lua made landfall near 
Pardoo as a category 4 storm on 17 March, penetrating 
far inland as it decayed, bringing heavy rain across the 
interior of Western Australia. 

High rainfall during 2011 left many catchments across 
northern and eastern Australia saturated, increasing the 
chances of higher runoff and the potential for flooding. 
Persistent heavy rain from 23 to 27 January across north 
coast New South Wales and southeast Queensland 
triggered extensive flooding. More than 4000 people 
were evacuated along the Tweed River, while more than 
12 000 were isolated across northern New South Wales 
as flood waters cut roads and surrounded properties. 

As rainfall continued in early February and floodwaters 
originating in Queensland progressed westward 
through New South Wales, flooding continued in inland 
northern New South Wales and expanded into southern 
Queensland. Many rural areas were isolated for most 
of February. A near-stationary trough produced daily 
totals as high as 200 mm over central and southern 
Queensland west of the divide and northern New South 
Wales, with totals for the whole event in excess of 
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Decile distribution of January to March rainfall totals (based on gridded fields for 1900–2012).

500 mm. Record flooding was encountered in several 
areas of the Condamine–Balonne catchment. Moree 
experienced its worst flooding in 36 years, requiring 
extensive evacuations and isolating up to 10 000 people, 
as the Mehi River peaked at 10.7 m, the highest level 
since 1976.

Between 26 February and 4 March, widespread 
unstable conditions over central and northern Victoria 
and southern New South Wales led to daily rainfall totals 
between 50 mm and 100 mm over a broad region, with 
totals exceeding 100 mm on some days. The Murray–
Darling Basin recorded its wettest seven-day period 
for any month, while in the Murrumbidgee catchment 
rainfall (202.6 mm) was nearly double the previous 
highest seven-day totals (114.7 mm for 1–7 February 2011, 
followed by 102.1 mm for 7–13 April 1974), making this 
one of the most extreme multi-day rainfall events in 
southeast Australia’s history. Flash flooding occurred in 
parts of the New South Wales Riverina and southeastern 
New South Wales, as well as areas of central and 
northern Victoria. 

The cumulative rainfall caused riverine flooding across 
central and northeast Victoria and southern New South 
Wales, as well as flooding in the Illawarra district, 
Australian Capital Territory, and central Australia. Many 
townships in northern Victoria, including Nathalia, 
Numurka and Shepparton, were inundated or isolated 
by floodwaters. Across southern New South Wales and 
northern Victoria around 15 000 people were evacuated 
from their homes. Heavy rainfall during this event 

also exacerbated flooding in western Queensland, 
while a tropical low delivered very high daily totals to 
southeastern Queensland at the end of the period. 

Between 8 and 9 March, a short-lived East Coast Low 
brought heavy rain to south coast New South Wales and 
northeastern Victoria. Daily totals were as high as 
134.4 mm at Lucas Heights and 109.4 mm at Observ-
atory Hill (to 9.00 am on 8 March), including 42.4 mm 
at Observatory Hill between 7.30 and 8.30 am, causing 
widespread flash flooding in Sydney during the morning 
peak hour. 

In mid-March a tropical low developed near the Western 
Australia–Northern Territory border making an initial 
landfall east of Kalumburu in the Kimberley on 14 March 
before passing back over water and then crossing into 
the southern Top End. The storm battered Darwin, the 
eastern Top End, and western Kimberley, maintaining 
its intensity as it travelled across the Northern Territory, 
eventually passing across the south of the Gulf of 
Carpentaria and into central Queensland on 19 March. 
Between 19 and 23 March the remnants of this low and 
associated trough brought heavy downpours across 
northern Queensland, causing major flooding in Cairns, 
Innisfail, Ingham, and Mackay. A low developing over the 
Sunshine Coast brought heavy rain and flash flooding 
across the southeast corner of Queensland, damaging 
more than 800 homes on 23 March.

Perth experienced four consecutive days over 38 °C 
between 9 and 12 March, equalling the previous March 
records from 1922 and 2003. The summer–autumn 
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Decile distribution of April to December rainfall totals (based on gridded fields for 1900–2012).

season was unusually warm for Perth, with eight 
occurrences of three consecutive days where maximum 
temperatures exceeded 35 °C. 

April: a cold outbreak and storms 

A significant cold outbreak across southeastern Australia 
followed a strong cold front crossing Tasmania during the 
evening of 6 April followed by a vigorous southwesterly 
change early the next day. Thunderstorms in northern 
Tasmania caused power outages between Marrawah 
and Devonport affecting 58 000 premises, damaging 
winds were reported over southern South Australia, 
and snow fell across elevated parts of Tasmania and the 
mainland Alps. A high pressure system following the 
cold front brought cold nights to the southeast and as far 
north as southeast Queensland. 

June: two East Coast Lows, and severe 
storms for Western Australia 

An East Coast Low developed off the New South Wales 
south coast on 4 June. Heavy rainfall and high winds 
were felt across southern Victoria before rapidly moving 
northward up the New South Wales coast on 5 June. 
The event brought sustained strong winds and gusts of 
over 100 km/h to coastal stations and damaging winds 
at elevated locations, gusting to 144 km/h at Mt Buller. 

Strong southeasterly onshore winds brought 48-hour 
rainfall totals exceeding 200 mm through Gippsland, 
while the Otway Ranges received more than double 

their monthly rainfall in a day. Most rivers in central and 
eastern Gippsland reached major flood heights, flash 
flooding affected Geelong, flood warnings were issued 
for the Barwon River, and part of the Morwell River 
diversion collapsed on June 6, flooding the Yallourn 
open-cut coal mine.

The winds also produced very large waves with obser-
vations of 8 to 8.5 m waves in Victorian waters, and a 
peak in excess of 12 m in Bass Strait—corresponding to 
a one-in-ten to one-in-twenty year event for eastern Bass 
Strait. Further north, waves reached 11 m in Batemans 
Bay, 13.8 m off Sydney, and 10 m in Byron Bay.

A series of low pressure systems and cold fronts crossed 
southwest Western Australia from 7 to 13 June 
resulting in heavy rain and significant damage. Several 
tornadoes associated with severe thunderstorms 
caused structural damage over western parts of the 
South–West Land Division in Western Australia on 
7 June. A rapidly developing front and deep low passed 
over the region on 12 June with thunderstorms, 
moderate to heavy rainfall, and severe wind gusts 
reported. Damage to the electricity network over the 
week was the worst ever experienced; power was lost 
to more than 170 000 homes while 800 power lines 
were brought down. It took several days for power to be 
restored to all residents in the region. Gale force winds 
were also observed across central and eastern parts of 
Western Australia and coastal South Australia on 13 June, 
and into 14 June, as the cold front progressed eastward. 
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Storm surges were associated with these events, with 
the most significant on 10 June. The southwest coast 
of Western Australia was buffeted by very strong winds 
as a deep low passed very close to Cape Naturaliste, 
where maximum wind gusts of 75 knots (139 km/h) 
were recorded. The storm surge drove sea levels to 
approximately 0.8 m above the Highest Astronomical 
Tide around Perth, while in Fremantle the storm surge 
reached 1.0 m, leading to the highest sea level on 
record at Fremantle. Data were lost, likely due to a 
power failure, at Bunbury and Busselton where the 
winds were strongest, with maximum sea levels 
thought to be around 1.25 m.* 

July: a record-dry month for the southwest 

It was the driest July on record for southwest Western 
Australia. The region received only 36 mm for the month, 
78 mm below the long-term average of 114 mm. The 
previous lowest July total was 47 mm in 1918, and the 
third-lowest 48 mm in 2005. Perth Metro received a 
record-low total of 34.6 mm during July (the previous 
lowest was 61.5 mm in 1876, the year Perth Metro 
records commenced).

August to November: storms punctuate 
a dry period for the southeast 

Tasmania and Victoria experienced strong winds during 
5 and 6 August as a deep low pressure system passed 
south of Tasmania. Winds exceeded 140 km/h along 
parts of Tasmania’s west coast, while in Victoria gusts 
peaked at 144 km/h at Wilsons Promontory. A new 
record wave-height measurement was observed at the 
Cape Sorell waverider buoy, 20.00 m at 4.27 am on 
6 August 2012, surpassing the 18.68 m wave recorded 
in July 2011 and the 19.83 m wave recorded at a similar 
buoy operated by CSIRO in July 1985.# 

Strong winds were also recorded in New South Wales 
on 10 August associated with an East Coast Low, with 
gusts greater than 110 km/h lifting roofs on the New 
South Wales coast, causing damage to houses, and 
leaving more than 30 000 homes without power.

On 16 August a vigorous cold front and low developed 
south of South Australia bringing winds in excess of 
100 km/h. As the front crossed southeast Australia 
during 17 and 18 August, damaging winds were felt in 
Victoria, southern New South Wales, and the Australian 
Capital Territory, where snow also fell in Canberra.  

Several low pressure systems crossed southwestern Australia in early June. This tornado developed at Greenhills, east 
of Perth, 7 June. Photograph: Mary Wilson.

*Special Climate Statement 40, Bureau of Meteorology, 5 July 2012: www.bom.gov.au/climate/current/special-statements.shtml
#Reid, J.S. and C.B. Fandry (1994) Wave climate measurements in the Southern Ocean. CSIRO Marine Laboratories, Report 2230.
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On 8 September an intense low pressure system to the 
southwest of New Zealand coupled with a high over the 
Great Australian Bight directed strong west to southwest 
winds over Tasmania, bringing low-level snow and strong 
winds causing roof damage in many areas north of the 
Central Plateau and around Hobart and Geeveston. 
Windy conditions continued across most of Tasmania on 
9 September, with gusts in excess of 100 km/h recorded 
across much of the State on both days.

On 29 September Alice Springs Airport received 3.2 mm 
of rain, ending a run of 157 consecutive days without 
rain (24 April to 28 September). This dry spell broke the 
40-year-old record of 147 days with no recorded rainfall 
at Alice Springs Airport (7 March to 31 July 1972). 

Numerous early-season records were set in various 
parts of Australia as maximum temperatures tracked 
well above average from August onwards. Maxima were 
particularly warm in late September; sites in parts of the 
Northern Territory, Western Australia, and South Australia 
broke records for their warmest day, with the greatest 
occurrence of record high maxima on 27 September. On 
28 September, a large part of western New South Wales, 
and adjacent areas in neighbouring states, experienced 
their warmest September overnight minima. 

Abundant growth in grasslands across Australia 
following two years of above-average rainfall left much of 
the continent with significant fuel loads leading into the 
fire season. During November extreme heat, high winds, 
and low humidity led to a number of bush and scrub 
fires in South Australia. The most severe was near Tulka, 
on the lower Eyre Peninsula. It started on 11 November, 
burnt around 2000 hectares of crops and scrubland, and 
destroyed a house, 14 caravan cabins, and a number 
of sheds and vehicles. Queensland endured a busy 
fire season, with late October a particularly bad time 
as severe fire weather saw more than 60 fires burning 
across the State, and other fires burning in New South 
Wales between the Great Lakes and the Clarence Valley. 

A cold outbreak during 10 and 11 October saw very 
low temperatures and unseasonable snow recorded in 
the Adelaide Metro region and surrounding hills, with 
extensive damage to wine grapes across the Barossa 
Valley. As the cold front passed an East Coast Low 
developed off the New South Wales coast on 11 and 
12 October, bringing severe weather to the Sydney 
metropolitan, Hunter, Illawarra, South Coast, Southern 
Tablelands and Snowy Mountains districts. Damaging 
winds, high seas, heavy rain, and snow down to 700 m 
were recorded over much of New South Wales, while 
10 cm of snow was recorded in Canberra suburbs. 

Severe thunderstorms on 17 and 18 November brought 
strong winds, intense lightning activity, and very large hail 
to southeast Queensland and northern New South Wales. 
Widespread structural damage and felled trees were 
reported, with some flash flooding in Brisbane suburbs.

One of the most significant spring heatwaves on record 
affected large parts of eastern Australia in the last week 
of November. Following a build-up of extreme heat in 
central Australia over the weekend of 24–25 November, 
a large, hot air mass was drawn southeastwards by a 
slow-moving low pressure trough bringing widespread 
maxima in the low to mid-40s throughout northern 
South Australia, and adjacent parts of Queensland and 
New South Wales. 

Temperatures peaked on 29 November, with extreme 
heat experienced across much of Victoria, inland New 
South Wales, and northern and eastern South Australia 
with many stations observing their hottest November 
day on record. Overnight minima were also very high 
in eastern South Australia, much of Victoria, Tasmania, 
and southern New South Wales ahead of a low pressure 
trough which later crossed the eastern States, bringing 
cooler temperatures. 

December: a rainfall event for the southwest 

A slow-moving middle-level low and surface trough 
produced widespread showers and thunderstorms 
across Western Australia between 10 and 13 December. 
Very heavy rainfall was reported in the southwest on 
11 and 12 December; many sites between Bunbury and 
Collie observed record-high December daily falls, with 
some surpassing their highest December monthly total. 
The heaviest reported 24-hour rainfall total was 210.8 mm
to 9.00 am on 13 December at Yourdamung Lake, 
northeast of Collie. While only minor river flooding was 
reported in the region, significant flash flooding occurred 
in Collie with at least 42 residences damaged and power 
lost to more than 1000 homes.

The sun rises over a sweltering Melbourne during the 
November heatwave. Photograph: David Morgan.
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Rainfall/floods

Temperature

Severe weather

A. Extensive flooding in late January across north 
coast New South Wales and southeast Queensland, 
continuing inland in early February. Many rural towns 
in inland northern New South Wales were isolated 
for most of February. 

B. One of the most extreme multi-day rainfall events 
in southeastern Australia’s history. Record seven-day 
falls over a wide area between 26 February and 

 4 March caused flash flooding in parts of the New 
South Wales Riverina, southeastern New South 
Wales, and central and northern Victoria as well as 
widespread riverine flooding. 

C. A tropical low battered Darwin, the eastern Top End, 
and western Kimberley in mid-March. Between 

 19 and 23 March remnants of the system caused 
major flooding in coastal northern Queensland, 
before another low brought heavy rain and flash 
flooding across the southeast corner of the State. 

D. Alice Springs Airport received 3.2 mm of rain on 
 29 September, ending its longest-ever run of dry 

days (157 consecutive days without rain since 
 24 April), breaking the 40-year-old record of 147 days. 

E. Widespread heavy showers and thunderstorms in 
Western Australia over 10–13 December. Record 
daily and monthly totals set in the southwest, with 
significant flash flooding around Collie. 

F. Four consecutive days over 38 °C between 9 and 
12 March in Perth, equalling the March record also 
observed in 1922 and 2003. Summer and autumn were 
unusually warm for Perth; temperatures exceeded 
35 °C for three consecutive days eight times. 

G. A significant cold outbreak in early April brought 
cold conditions across southeastern Australia, with 
thunderstorms causing extensive power outages 
in northern Tasmania, damaging winds in southern 
South Australia, and snow across elevated parts of 
Tasmania and the Alps. 

H. A cold outbreak between 10 and 11 October saw 
very low temperatures and unseasonable snow 
around Adelaide, followed by severe weather across 
much of coastal and southeastern New South Wales 
on 11 and 12 October as an East Coast Low formed 
off the New South Wales coast. Some Canberra 
suburbs recorded 10 cm of snow. 

I. One of the most significant spring heatwaves on 
record affected large parts of eastern Australia in the 
last week of November 2012, with many records set 
on 29 November. 

J. Tropical cyclone Heidi crossed the Western 
Australian coast east of Port Hedland on the 
morning of 12 January, bringing heavy rain and 
power outages.

20
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Cyclone Lua north of Port Hedland, 13 March. Satellite image captured by 
the MODIS instrument on NASA’s  Terra satellite.

Morwell River diversion collapses following an East Coast Low, 7 June. 
Photograph: Joe Armao, Fairfax Syndication.

Snow-covered hills near Hallett in South Australia, 11 October.
Photograph: Emma McDonald.

K. Severe tropical cyclone Lua made landfall near 
Pardoo on the Pilbara coast on 17 March, producing 
heavy rainfall across the Kimberley, Pilbara, and 
interior of Western Australia. 

L. An East Coast Low brought heavy rain to southern 
Victoria and coastal New South Wales on 5 June. 
Sustained strong winds produced significant waves 
in Victorian waters and Bass Strait. The Otway 
Ranges received more than double their monthly 
rainfall in a day, while most rivers in central and 
eastern Gippsland reached major flood heights.

M. Between 7 and 13 June lows and cold fronts brought 
heavy rain, severe thunderstorms, wind gusts, and 
several tornadoes to southwest Western Australia. 
Damage to the electricity network was the worst 
ever experienced. A significant storm surge was 
recorded on 10 June. 

N. Strong winds between 5 and 6 August in Tasmania 
and Victoria, peaking at 144 km/h at Wilsons 
Promontory and exceeding 140 km/h along parts of 
Tasmania’s west coast. The Cape Sorell waverider 
buoy in western Tasmania recorded a 20.00 m wave, 
a new record. 

O. An East Coast Low on 10 August brought strong 
winds to coastal New South Wales, damaging 
houses, and leaving more than 30 000 homes 
without power.

P. A vigorous cold front crossed southeastern Australia 
between 17 and 18 August, with damaging winds, 
snow in Canberra, and blackouts to more than 

 2500 homes across Sydney and the Illawarra.  

Q. An intense low pressure system brought low-level 
snow to Tasmania, and strong winds which caused 
roof damage in many areas north of the Central 
Plateau and around Hobart and Geeveston on 

 8–9 September. 

R. Queensland saw a bad start to one of the worst fire 
seasons in recent years, with more than 60 fires 
burning in late October. Fires were also burning in 
northeastern New South Wales. 

S. A bushfire near Tulka on the lower Eyre Peninsula 
between 11 and 12 November burned more than 
1800 hectares and caused property losses.

T. Severe thunderstorms across southeast 
Queensland and northern New South Wales on 

 17 and 18 November caused widespread damage
 to structures. 
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 Station name State Highest daily rainfall Previous record Years of record

 Station name State 2012 total Previous record Years of record Annual average

 Station name State   Temperature Previous record Years of record

 Station name State   Temperature Previous record Years of record

Springsure Qld 172.0, 29 January 171.5,  3 February 1924  139    

Echuca Vic. 94.0, 1 March 90.7, 19 March 1950 132    

Pennyroyal Creek Vic. 223.0, 10 February 144.0, 22 April 2001 128    

Grong Grong (Berembed) NSW 202.0, 4 March 80.2, 5 December 1992 126   

Woods Point Vic. 135.0, 5 June 121.9, 13 May 1918 124   

Longford Tas. 77.2, 26 May 70.0, 24 March 2011 110 

Whitton NSW 126.2, 4 March 87.6, 24 June 1931 107 

Cooma (Kiaora) NSW 118.4, 21 February 113.5, 4 March 1961 92 

Warner Glen WA 106.4, 1June 104.4, 14 January 1954 63 

Marree (Clayton) SA 121.4, 29 February 113.4, 31 January 1974 58    

Yanco NSW  175.2, 4 March 85.2, 21 February 2003 56

Cobram Vic.  82.0, 1 March 70.1, 20 February 1973 55

Yambah NT  107.4, 1 March 98.0, 18 March 1983 45

Thredbo Village NSW  165.5, 4 March 157.0, 5 September 2010 42

  Maatsuker Island Lighthouse Tas. 23.5, 26 February  20.6, 27 March 1990  56 

  Pemberton WA 31.2, 30 December  25.6, 3 March 1961 56 

  Curtin Springs NT 33.4, 23 December  31.6, 7 February 1994 48 

  Hay (Miller Street) NSW –3.6, 7 July*  –3.6, 18 June 1998 56 

  Corowa NSW –5.0, 2 August  –5.0, 14 June 2006 41  

  Warruwi NT 416.6 mm  490.2 mm in 2002 82 1176.2

New site records set in 2012, for selected stations with more than 40 years of record, are shown below. 

New site records

Record high daily rainfall (mm)

Record low annual rainfall (mm)

Record high minimum temperature (°C)

Record low temperature (°C)

*This value equalled the existing record at this site.
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Rates of sea-level rise are influenced by seasonal and 
annual climate fluctuations, such as La Niña events. 
For this reason, the rate of sea-level rise is not uniform 
around the globe and varies from year to year. Local 
and regional trends can be above or below the global 
mean, and are superimposed on the underlying long-term 
trend of rising global sea levels. Sea-level rise in recent 
decades has also been shown in large part to be a result 
of thermal expansion of the oceans (as water warms it 
expands, raising the height of the sea surface). More than 
90 per cent of the total excess heat energy in the global 
climate system has been absorbed by the oceans. Over 
the past 40 years, heat has been accumulating primarily 
in the upper ocean; as the oceans absorb the majority of 
the excess heat energy in the climate system they buffer 
climate change and slow the rate of atmospheric warming. 
Trends in ocean heat content in the top 700 m of water 
from 1970 to 2011 give an averaged warming of around 
one-fifth of a degree per decade. 

In the Australian region, the rate of sea-level rise 
(compared to sea levels at January 1993) has generally 
been above the global mean of 3.2 mm per year, with 
the exception of the central east coast, Bass Strait, 

10. Oceans: sea level and sea surface temperatures

Sea level
Based on preliminary annual data, global average mean 
sea level for 2012 was 225 ± 30 mm above the 1880 
level (robust estimates of global average mean sea level 
are not available prior to 1880 owing to a scarcity of tide 
gauges).* Since the start of 1993, high-quality global 
sea-level measurements have been available from 
satellite altimetry, providing an independent estimate 
of sea level in addition to that provided by tide gauges. 
Satellite data indicate that globally-averaged sea level 
rose at a rate of 3.2 mm/year between 1993 and 2012, 
rising in total approximately six and a half centimetres. 

Global sea levels during 2012 tracked above the linear 
trend for 1993 to present, as sea levels recovered from 
the dip seen in the latter part of 2010 and early 2011. 
This dip and recovery was associated with the return 
to the oceans of water transferred to the land during 
the 2010–11 La Niña.#  This event brought exceptionally 
high rainfall and associated floods primarily to Australia, 
northern South America, and South-East Asia. As this 
water was removed from the ocean by evaporation and 
fell on the land, sea level dropped by close to 1 cm. 
This dip in sea level and subsequent recovery reflects 
natural, though extreme, climate variability.

Measurements of global mean sea level from satellites from January 1993 to December 2012. The seasonal signal has 
been removed and small corrections applied for changes in atmospheric pressure. The light blue line shows the monthly 
data, the dark blue line the three-month moving average, and the red line the linear trend. For the latter part of November 
and December 2012, data are preliminary. Source: CSIRO.
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*CSIRO global sea level data: www.cmar.csiro.au/sealevel/sl_data_cmar.html
#Boening, C., J.K. Willis, F.W. Landerer, R.S. Nerem and J. Fasullo (2012) The 2011–12 La Niña: So strong, the oceans fell. 
Geophysical Research Letters, 39, L19602: www.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1029/2012GL053055/abstract
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Annual and decadal mean sea surface temperature anomalies (1910–2012) for the Australian region (averaged 
over the area described by a box from 0° to 50°S and from 94° to 174°E). The black line shows the ten-year moving 
average and the orange boxes the ten-year average at each decade (i.e. 1910–1919, 1920–1929, etc.) with the most 
recent ten years (2003–2012) shown in darker orange. Values are from the National Oceanographic and Atmospheric 
Association (NOAA) Extended Reconstructed Sea-Surface Temperature (NOAA_ERSST_V2) data provided by the 
NOAA/OAR/ESRL PSD, Boulder, Colorado, USA.
 

Sea surface temperatures
2012 was another warm year for the oceans 
surrounding Australia. Sea surface temperatures in the 
Australian region were 0.36 °C above average, based 
on preliminary annual data to November. Despite sea 
surface temperatures not being as high as the record-
breaking 2010 values, and slightly cooler than 2011, 
2012 still ranked as the equal-sixth-warmest year since 
1910, continuing the long run of years with significantly 
above-average temperatures. The Australian region has 
not recorded below-average sea surface temperatures 
for any year since 1994, and has now seen a total rise 
in sea surface temperatures of approximately 0.9°C
since 1910, which is very similar to the observed 
warming of the near-surface atmosphere as measured 
over land.

All 2012 monthly sea surface temperature anomalies 
for the Australian region were in the top 15 observed 
for that month, with the months between January 

and May (since 1910), and October in the top ten. Sea 
surface temperatures were consistently above average 
in the Indian Ocean off the coast of Western Australia 
throughout the year, a pattern which has persisted for 
the past three years. For the southwest region (the 
area of the Indian Ocean west of the coast between 
Learmonth and Cape Leeuwin in Western Australia), 
winter seasonal sea surface temperature anomalies 
were the highest on record, while summer (2011–12), 
autumn, and spring were the second highest. For the 
Australian region, the most recent ten years (2003–2012) 
recorded a ten-year anomaly of +0.33 °C. This value 
is tied with 2002–2011 and 1997–2006 as the second-
highest ten-year anomaly since 1910 for sea surface 
temperatures, just 0.01 °C below the record ten-year 
value held jointly by 2001–2010, 1998–2007 and 
1996–2005.

In the tropical Pacific Ocean, the La Niña remained 
evident in monthly sea surface temperature patterns 
until April, with below-average sea surface temperatures 
in the central Pacific and above-average sea surface 
temperatures in the far west. Between April and 
December sea surface temperatures were neutral 
across much of the tropical Pacific, with warm 
anomalies first evident near the coast of South America 
in April, spreading into the central Pacific by July, 
then travelling westward over the following months. 
The extent and longevity of these warm anomalies, 
while having some characteristics of an El Niño event, 
remained within the neutral range.

and the ocean to the south of the continent where 
rates have been similar to, or slightly below, the 
global average. Rates of sea-level rise to the north and 
northwest of Australia have been two to three times the 
global average (i.e. 7 mm to 11 mm per year); this is at 
least partly the result of the early 1990s being dominated 
by El Niño events (which tend to suppress sea level in 
this region), and recent years which were affected by 
La Niña events (including 2008, 2010 and 2011).  
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